
 

         

                                       

        SAVANNAH DISPATCHES SPECIAL EDITION- MINE FIELDS RAID 

After our succesful trip tp Durban for the MOTH 90th plans started evolving for the next 

raid. It did actually start in Scottbough when Mine Fields Shellhole removed without 

permission, sounds more polite than stole, our MOTH emplems from  the bus. Punitive 

measure were called for. On our return the commitee was formed and planning started. 

As the sun was coming up on September 22nd we all met at St Bennedicts where our 

transport was waiting in the form of a mini bus arranged by Moth Richard, a 10 seater but 

only 7 of us? The Magnificent 7 was reborn. When our keg of craft beer arrived and 

installed the reason for the extra seats became very obvious. The keg is an essential 

“weapon” on a long distance raid. 
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Now on the road and heading towards Belfast the lack of breakfast was starting to be felt, 

or had we already finished our two beers? In true comradeship, from deep inside his pack 

Patrick extracted first Porugese chicken and then Prego rolls. The Magnificent 7 survive to 

ride again. Jimmy by thes time had realised that he had miscalculated on the beers and 

moral went up. We wont mention the conflicting navigation going through Belfast as to 

where the Wimpy was.............on to Dulstroom.  We stopped at Dulstroom for brunch and 

to slack the minibuses thirst, ours as well. 

                               

               Brunch                                                                                    I want to drive  

We got away from Dulstroom without too many hitches and drove onto Origstad and it was from there on that 

things started to get not only interesting but vert scarey . Robin was driving. 

If this is a road you have never travelled, it is well worth the drive. The scenery is spectacular 

but hard to photograph as stopping places are scarse. The downside are the speed humps 

which seem to have been patterned on WW2 tank traps and this is where the rot set it........ We 

all sat happy in the back with Robin at the wheel and hardly noticed the speed increasing 

suddenly a voice form the back cried out “Speedhump”, luckily Mike was awake and facing 

forward, brakes were applied and we all came to a sudden stop, no beer was spilt! We 

continued on the way along what will become known as the Goat Trail. 

 

        

 



      

After the encounter with the speed hump all became somewhat more allert , Mike set up a permanent OP post in 

the back. Traffic started to build up and there was considerable braking and weaving on the go but we had faith in 

our driver, he had after all saved us from the speed humps..........................”Goat” was called from the OP and again 

braking and swerving took place, the Goat survived . A further mishap took place with our turnoff when Robin 

entered into debat with’ Moth’ Garmin’ about the turn off.  It was at this point that Andy after much contemplation 

and some shooters anounced to us all that Robin had done well as he had been asleep the whole time!!!!! 

At last we arrived in Palaborwa, 30 liters of beer almost finished, six passengers and one driver not drinking, you do 

the sums. 

We located the house Jimmy had booked for us, checked in and unloaded our gear. The lack of single beds didnt 

seem to bother anyone, well not at this stage. Now onto the Minefields Shellhole. 

  

                                 The Magnificent Seven 

L to R: Patrick Alfonso,Bruce Green,Richard Wilson,Andy Boden,Mike Ribi,Robin Starky,Jimmy Frieslaar. 



We settled into the Shellhole and made contact with their members, meeting some very interesting people 

and had our first exposure to “Henry” We werent sure where he fitted in but he did have a lot to say and 

kept us well entertained the whole week end, Later we found out that he was the village idiot. 

     

                         Empty !!!                                                                    Mapani worms? Lets give them to Bruce 

 

       

      

We were treated to hamburgers and salads all done by Minefields members. A fair bit of time was spent in 

their bar which has been superbly fitted out. Their sanctuary is also something to be envied. We had been 

careful to pack away our MOTH badges on the minibus as a repeat of the borrowing in Durban was not 

wanted. 

 

  



 

The murals on the walls are truely works of art and the Shellhole must be very proud to have them, They 

are original art depicting service in SA from the Boer War through the two world wars up to the Bush war 

and include South African and Rhodesian forces. 

As it had been a long hot drive and we being good guest didnt want to finish all Mine Fields beer made our 

way back to our accommodation. Here we discovered that two single beds had been provided in one room 

and the other three rooms all had double beds!!!!!!  Richard being well expeirenced in these type of 

situations Decided that the two oldest members would get the single beds, that him and my good self. 

Andy being Old Bill of the Order was given the downstairs suite, The rest were left to fight it out. Jimmy 

also having been in the Navy was quick to take the couch downstairs. Robin got a bed to himself, the rest I 

leave to the readers. We settled down after some of Mikes medicine and with aircons. running and  a dog 

barking we turned in for the night. Having actually eaten the Mapani worms, effects were now starting. 

They reminded me of urban warefare, first seal off all exit points.......................... 

We all rose bright and early making our way to the Shellhole for refreshments. From there we proceeded 

to the Game reserve for our river cruise. The car park was already occupied by an elephant, who moved on 

without hassle. Making ready for our departure at the ‘harbour’. We waited for our “ship’ to dock. 

.                                     

                                                    

                                                                             The Olifants River    



                        

We stared to board our boat and get settled in, those of us not used to river travel were somewhat uneasy. 

There are crocodiles in the river!!! 

The following set of photographs will illustate better than any words just how amazing the cruise was. 

There was so much game and being on the water viewing was good and we got really close. 

       

       

 



           

   

We were well looked after during the cruise have a fully stocked bar on board, a very compitent skipper 

and an execlent brunch served 

 

                

Some of the character who went on the cruise. Mike its not broken you dont have to fix anything. Tiffies !!! 

 



                                

                                      Guys there are no Lions.................................. 

   

Enjoying our breakfast that is Henry on the left. 

 

   

                

Henry what can you see?                                Land lubbers again 



 

Back into the minibuses for a trip to the Palaborwa Copper Mine. The wind had come up by now and the 

cloud was starting to move in, a cold front was approaching and the temperatures had dropped to a far more 

comfortable level but the wind was strong, most caps and hats moved into pockets. 

None of us where quite sure what to expect at the mine, we were told that they had dug a rather large 

hole!!!!. We drove onto a mountain range which we later were told were nothing more than mine dumps. 

What kind of hole is this?  

 

 

Here is the hole, 2.5Kms deep and about 4Kms across. It was at one time the deepest hole in the world. Work 

started around 1968. Very little is going on right now but the dumps are being remined. 

                            



                                 

It was back to the Shellhole again, the weather was looking a little cold and we did get a few drops of rain 

but once back the real party began. We took on Minefields at billiards but these guys are almost 

professionals. Henry appeared again seems he can also sink a ball.  One of the seven who shall remain 

nameless, you know who you are, substituted the balls for sweets, some of these were also sunk. 

 

    

We were treated to a braai Saturday evening, the meat was execlent and all seemed to eat well. There was 

much telling of jokes and war stories, Henry again led the pack with his stories. 

                    

 

In true Savannah tradition we started to look for something to attach and take back with us but we 

enjoyed very little success but a plan was laid to take place on Sunday................... 



                

 Sunday morning came all too soon. I had solved the issues with the barking dog. A perimeter inspection found it 

barking, not through anger or aggresion but strait forward fear. The sounds coming from our house especially the 

downstairs room had this unfortunate animal imagining all sorts of monsters living there..............   

We arrive at the Shellhole to find a good breakfast waiting for us. We exchanged tokens with each other and forged 

bonds with Minefields and Savannah that will last for years to come. A really great week end was had and thanks and 

gratitude must go to Skip Bischoff and his team, that includes Henry  for making it such a memorial weekend.           

                        

                       Henry ....                                                                          Skip in the middle and our Jimmy 

The handing over of mementos, the frame they presented us with is a true work of art, not only does it have their 

crest and names from their nominal roll but also the names of the Magnificent 7 



 
 

 

 

      



 

   I think its time you guys left now................. thats Lindie next to skip... more just now.   

 

Time to leave so with no booty to speak of Lindie was taken POW and left with us bound for home.  Who would want 

to go to Johannesburg when you can stay in Palaborwa. As an act of true chivilary we allowed Lindie to escape. 

All were sorry to leave after such an enjoyable week end but there will be more. The drive back was pretty 

uneventful. Richard driving and no goats. 

 Yours Under the Tin Hat until the next edition.   

The Magnificent 7.                      



 

 

                                                     


